
ATTACHMENT B 
 

 

Adoption of Changes made by FERC Order No. 784. 

Electric Plant Chart of Accounts 

Account 348 was added. 

348 Energy storage Equipment-Production 

A. This account shall include the cost installed of energy storage equipment used to 
store energy for load managing purposes. Where energy storage equipment can 
perform more than one function or purpose, the cost of the equipment shall be allocated 
among production, transmission, and distribution plant based on the services provided 
by the asset and the allocation of the asset’s cost through rates approved by a relevant 
regulatory agency. Reallocation of the cost of equipment recorded in this account shall 
be in accordance with Electric Plant Instruction No. 12, Transfers of Property. 

B. Labor costs and power purchased to energize the equipment are includible on the 
first installation only. The cost of removing, relocating and resetting energy storage 
equipment shall not be charged to this account but to accounts Account 548.1, 
Operation of Energy Storage Equipment, and Account 553.1, Maintenance of Energy 
Storage Equipment., as appropriate. 

C. The records supporting this account shall show, by months, the function(s) each 
energy storage asset supports or performs. 

Items 

1. Batteries/Chemical 

   2. Compressed Air 

   3. Flywheels 

   4. Superconducting Magnetic Storage 

   5. Thermal 

Note: The cost of pumped storage hydroelectric plant shall be charged to hydraulic 
production plant. These are examples of items includible in this account. This list is not 
exhaustive. 

 

Account 351’s name was amended and instructions added. 
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351 [Reserved] Energy Storage Equipment-Transmission 

A. This account shall include the cost installed of energy storage equipment used to 
store energy for load managing purposes. Where energy storage equipment can 
perform more than one function or purposes, the cost of the equipment shall be 
allocated among production, transmission, and distribution plant based on the services 
provided by the asset and the allocation of the asset’s cost through rates approved by a 
relevant regulatory agency. Reallocation of the cost of equipment recorded in this 
account shall be in accordance with Electric Plant Instruction No. 12, Transfers of 
Property. 

B. Labor costs and power purchased to energize the equipment are includible on the 
first installation only. The cost of removing, relocating and resetting energy storage 
equipment shall not be charged to this account but to Account 562.1, Operation of 
Energy Storage Equipment, and Account, 570.1, Maintenance of Energy Storage 
Equipment, as appropriate. 

C. The records supporting this account shall show, by months, the function(s) each 
energy storage asset supports or performs. 

 

Items 

  

   1. Batteries/Chemical 

   2. Compressed Air 

   3. Flywheels 

   4. Superconducting Magnetic Storage 

   5. Thermal 

 

Account 363’s name was amended and instructions amended. 

363 Energy Storage battery Equipment--Distribution 

 A. This account shall include the cost installed of energy storage battery equipment 
used for the purpose of supplying electricity to meet emergency or peak demands to 
store energy for load managing purposes. Where energy storage equipment can 
perform more than one function or purpose, the cost of the equipment shall be allocated 
among production, transmission, and distribution plant based on the services provided 
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by the asset and the allocation of the asset’s cost through rates approved by a relevant 
regulatory agency. Reallocation of the cost of equipment recorded in this account shall 
be in accordance with Electric Plant Instruction No. 12, Transfers of Property. 

 B. Labor costs and power purchased to energize the equipment are includible on the 
first installation only. The cost of removing, relocating and resetting energy storage 
equipment shall not be charged to this account but to Account 582.1, Operation of 
Energy Storage Equipment, and Account, 592.1, Maintenance of Energy Storage 
Equipment, as appropriate. 

C. The records supporting this account shall show, by months, the function(s) each 
energy storage asset supports or performs. 

  

Items 

  

 1.  Batteries/Chemical, including elements, tanks, tank insulators, etc. 

   2. Compressed Air Battery room connections, including cable or bus runs and 
connections. 

   3. Flywheels Battery room flooring, when specifically laid for supporting batteries. 

   4. Superconducting Magnetic Storage Charging equipment, including motor generator 
sets and other charging equipment and connections, and cable runs from generator or 
station bus to battery room connections. 

   5. Thermal Miscellaneous equipment, including instruments, water skills, etc. 

   6.  Switching equipment, including endcell switches and connections, boards and 
panels, used exclusively for battery control, not part of general station switchboard. 

   7.  Ventilating equipment, including fans and motors, louvers, and ducts not part of 
building. 

 

Note: Storage batteries used for control and general station purposes shall not be 
included in this account but in the account appropriate for their use. 

 

Operation and Maintenance Expense Chart of Accounts  
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Accounts 548.1, 553.1, 555.1, 562.1, 570.1, 584.1, and 592.2 were added. 

548.1 Operation of Energy Storage Equipment 

This account shall include the cost of labor, materials used and expenses incurred in 
the operation of energy storage equipment includible in Account 348, Energy Storage 
Equipment--Production, which are not specifically provided for or are readily assignable 
to other production operation expense accounts. 

553.1 Maintenance of Energy Storage Equipment 

This account shall include the cost of labor, materials used and expenses incurred in 
the maintenance of energy storage equipment includible in Account 348, Energy 
Storage Equipment--Production, which are not specifically provided for or are readily 
assignable to other production maintenance expense accounts. 

 

555.1 Power Purchased for Storage Operations 

A. This account shall include the cost at point of receipt by the utility of electricity 
purchased for use in storage operations, including power purchased and consumed or 
lost in energy storage operations during the provision of services, including but not 
limited to energy purchased and stored for resale. It shall also include but not be limited 
to net settlements for exchange of electricity or power, such as economy energy, off-
peak energy for on-peak energy, and spinning reserve capacity. In addition, the account 
shall include the net settlements for transactions under pooling or interconnection 
agreements wherein there is a balancing of debits and credits for energy, capacity, and 
possibly other factors. Distinct purchases and sales shall not be recorded as exchanges 
and net amounts only recorded merely because debit and credit amounts are combined 
in the voucher settlement. 

B. The records supporting this account shall show, by months, the kilowatt hours and 
prices thereof under each purchase contract and the charges and credits under each 
exchange or power pooling contract. 

562.1 Operation of Energy Storage Equipment 

This account shall include the cost of labor, materials used and expenses incurred in 
the operation of energy storage equipment includible in Account 351, Energy Storage 
Equipment--Transmission, which are not specifically provided for or are readily 
assignable to other transmission operation expense accounts. 

570.1 Maintenance of Energy Storage Equipment 
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This account shall include the cost of labor, materials used and expenses incurred in 
the maintenance of energy storage equipment includible in Account 351, Energy 
Storage Equipment--Transmission, which are not specifically provided for or are readily 
assignable to other transmission maintenance expense accounts. 

584.1 Operation of Energy Storage Equipment 

This account shall include the cost of labor, materials used and expenses incurred in 
the operation of energy storage equipment includible in Account 363, Energy Storage 
Equipment--Distribution, which are not specifically provided for or are readily assignable 
to other distribution operation expense accounts. 

592.2 Maintenance of Energy Storage Equipment 

This account shall include the cost of labor, materials used and expenses incurred in 
the maintenance of energy storage equipment includible in Account 363, Energy 
Storage Equipment--Distribution, which are not specifically provided for or are readily 
assignable to other distribution maintenance expense accounts. 

 

Accounts 592 and 592.1 were amended. 

592 Maintenance of station equipment (Major only). 

This account shall include the cost of labor, materials used and expenses incurred in 
maintenance of plant, the book cost of which is includible in account 362, Station 
Equipment, and account 363, Storage Battery Equipment. (See operating expense 
instruction 2.) 

 

592.1 Maintenance of Structures and Equipment (Nonmajor Only) 

This account shall include the cost of labor, materials used and expenses incurred in 
maintenance of structures, the book cost of which is includible in account 361, 
Structures and Improvements, and account 362, Station Equipment and account 363, 
Storage Battery Equipment. (See operating expense instruction 2.) 
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